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ABSTRACT
The learning process of Al Quran Hadith that is found is still conventional, such as expository, drill or lecture. This process only emphasizes achieving curriculum demands and textual delivery rather than developing learning abilities and building individuals. The purpose of this study was to overcome the problems of learning Al Quran Hadith by using the cooperative Up grading Learning model approach. This research was designed in the form of Supervision Action Research which was carried out in two cycles, where each cycle was carried out in two to three meetings. The results of this study indicate that Up Grading Learning has a positive impact on improving the performance of Al Quran Hadith teachers. This can be seen from the increasing students' understanding of the material presented by the teacher in cycles I, II, and III, namely 65.00%, 75.00% and 85.00%, respectively. In the third cycle of classical student learning completeness has been achieved.
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INTRODUCTION
The quality of human resources is the basic capital in national development, both now and in the future (Qureshi dkk., 2022). Therefore the quality of human resources needs to be improved and developed (Keshav dkk., 2022). The world of education has a significant role in improving and developing the quality of these human resources (Khatib dkk., 2021). In line with this, the formation of a new Indonesian society, the vision of education is formulated as education that prioritizes independence towards excellence in order to achieve progress and prosperity.

Implementation of learning in the classroom is one of the main tasks of every teacher. Learning can be interpreted as an activity aimed at teaching students (M.-T. Wang dkk., 2020). In the learning process there is often a tendency to minimize student involvement (Smutny & Schreiberova, 2020). Teachers are required to be able to develop interesting learning in accordance with the characteristics of the subjects and the conditions of students (Bers dkk., 2019). Learning The teacher's dominance in the learning...
process in the classroom causes a tendency for students to be more passive so they wait more for the teacher's presentation rather than looking for and finding the knowledge (Danish dkk., 2020), skills or attitudes they need themselves.

The aspect of the review by educational supervision of the Al Quran Hadith curriculum mechanism is a priority for researchers as well as madrasa supervisors in Malang Regency (T. Wang dkk., 2019), East Java Province. The implementation of individual supervision by researchers is focused on directing learning models that are able to improve the quality of teachers in teaching Al Quran Hadith in madrasas and can also foster high enthusiasm and enthusiasm by students as recipients of Al Quran Hadith teaching materials.

One of the learning models that can be implemented in the teaching of Al Quran Hadith to activate students to learn is learning through the Up Grading Learning approach. Learning Up Grading Learning is learning that emphasizes connecting subjects with real world situations (Hwangbo dkk., 2019). This kind of learning can motivate students in connecting their knowledge and application with everyday life, both as family and community members (Bhat dkk., 2019). Learning is expected to encourage students to connect everyday situations with the information they absorb discover new concepts by themselves, apply the concepts and information in front, coordinate the concepts and information obtained with lessons, be able to transfer the concepts and information they have to other students.

All this time, the process of learning the Al Quran and Hadith has been carried out conventionally (Zhu dkk., 2019), such as lectures, expositories, or drills. This kind of learning emphasizes the achievement of curriculum demands with textual delivery (Walton & Rusznyak, 2020), less developing the ability to learn and develop individuals. As a result, the values obtained are not as expected because they will not develop aspects of students' abilities and activities as expected. In this case, Al Quran Hadith teachers want to improve the situation by trying a learning strategy that has never been implemented, namely a learning approach that will make students learn actively where students participate more actively so that the students' activities in learning are far more dominant than the teacher's activities in teach.

In relation to the problems mentioned above, research on supervisory actions was carried out in collaboration with class action research. The purpose of this research is to overcome the learning problem by using the Up grading Learning cooperative model approach as the solution.

**RESEARCH METHODOLOGY**

The type of research used by researchers is collaborative action research between supervisory action research and classroom action research. The research was designed in the form of an action cycle. Action research is research on things that happen in society or a group of targets, and the results can be applied directly to the community concerned. In the process, the parties involved in these activities can support each other. In the action
cycle consists of four activities, namely action plans, implementation, observation, and reflection.

The research was conducted in three cycles. Cycle I was held on 10 February 2022 cycle II was held on 24 February 2022, cycle III was held on 7 March 2022. The research cycle is presented in Figure 1.

Data collection activities were carried out using research instruments in the form of observations, field notes, and documentation (Ferentinos, 2018). Observations focused on the implementation of Al Quran Hadith learning through the Up Grading Learning approach. Notes in the field are carried out by recording real events that occur in teaching and learning activities both descriptively and reflectively (Bloch dkk., 2020). Documentation in the form of documenting written verbal data and photos.

Data analysis was carried out using qualitative data analysis techniques that are linear (flowing) which involve reviewing all data that has been collected, data reduction (which includes categorizing and classifying activities) and verification (Al Kaabi dkk., 2021), as well as data conclusion. Determining the success of the action is based on two reviews, namely the learning process and learning outcomes (Boyarsky dkk., 2020). Determining the success of the process is based on the qualifying descriptors of student learning activities, while determining the success of learning outcomes is determined through daily tests.

RESULT AND DISCUSSION
Implementation of teaching and learning activities for cycle I was carried out on February 10, 2022 with a total of 40 students. In this case the researcher acts as a teacher. The teaching and learning process refers to the lesson plans that have been prepared.
Observation (observation) is carried out simultaneously with the implementation of teaching and learning.

At the end of the teaching and learning process students were given a formative test I with the aim of knowing the level of success of students in the teaching and learning process that had been carried out (Manfredi dkk., 2021). The results obtained were that the most dominant teacher activity in cycle I was guiding and observing students in discovering concepts (Tokarew dkk., 2019). Other activities where the presentation is quite large are giving feedback/evaluation, asking questions and explaining difficult material. While the most dominant student activity is doing / paying attention to the teacher's explanation (Kalyanaraman, 2020). Other activities with quite large presentations are working with fellow group members, discussions between students / between students and teachers, and reading books.

In cycle I, in general, teaching and learning activities using the cooperative learning method using the group investigation model have been carried out well, although the role of the teacher is still dominant enough to provide explanations and directions, because the model is still perceived as new by students. Learning outcomes in cycle I are presented in Table 1.

**Table 1. Recapitulation of Cycle I Learning Outcomes**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Uraian</th>
<th>Hasil Siklus I</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Nilai rata-rata tes formatif</td>
<td>65,50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Jumlah siswa yang tuntas belajar</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Persentase ketuntasan belajar</td>
<td>65,00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In cycle II the researcher prepared learning tools consisting of lesson plans 2, LKS, 2, formative test questions II and supporting teaching tools. In addition, observation sheets for the management of the Up Grading Learning method and observation sheets for teacher and student activities were also prepared. At the end of the teaching and learning process students are given a formative test II with the aim of knowing the level of success of students in the teaching and learning process that has been carried out. The instrument used is formative test II.

With the improvement or refinement of aspects in cycle I, the application of the Up Grading Learning learning method is expected that students can conclude learning outcomes (Cavalli dkk., 2020). In addition, students are also expected to be able to express their opinions so that they will better understand the learning being carried out. This can be seen from the activities of teachers who guide and observe more students in determining concepts (Garrido-Castro dkk., 2019). When compared to cycle I, the teacher's activity in guiding and observing students seemed to have increased. The teacher's activities that experienced a decline were giving feedback, evaluating, or asking and answering questions, and explaining difficult material (Tran & Pompili, 2019).
Besides that, what has decreased is asking students to discuss and present the results of activities, as well as guiding students to summarize the lesson.

The most dominant student activity in cycle II was working with fellow group members. When compared to cycle I, this activity has increased (Rizun & Strzelecki, 2020). Student activities that experienced a decrease were listening/paying attention to teacher explanations, discussions between students/between students and teachers, writing relevant to teaching and learning activities, and summarizing learning (Petillion & McNeil, 2020). The student activities that experienced an increase were reading books, presenting learning outcomes, responding to/asking questions/ideas, and working on evaluation tests. Recapitulation of learning outcomes in cycle II is presented in Table 2.

Table 2. Recapitulation of Cycle II Learning Outcomes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Uraian</th>
<th>Hasil Siklus II</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Nilai rata-rata tes formatif</td>
<td>74,00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Jumlah siswayang tuntas belajar</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Persentase ketuntasan belajar</td>
<td>75,00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From the table above, it is obtained that the average student score is 74.00 and the learning completeness reaches 75.00% or there are 30 students out of 40 students who have finished studying. These results indicate that in cycle II the classical learning completeness has increased slightly better than cycle I (Fatani, 2020). There is an increase in Al Quran Hadith Teacher Performance because after the teacher informs that at the end of each lesson a test will always be held so that at the next meeting students are more motivated to learn (Soffer & Cohen, 2019). In addition, students have also begun to understand what the teacher means and wants by applying the Up Grading Learning learning method.

At the stage of cycle III the researcher prepared learning tools consisting of 3 lesson plans, 3 worksheets, 3 formative test questions and supporting teaching tools (Muthuprasad dkk., 2021). Apart from that, observation sheets for Up Grading Learning management and observation sheets for teacher and student activities were also prepared.

Based on the results obtained, it appears that the most dominant teacher activity in cycle III was guiding and observing students in discovering concepts, while the activity of explaining difficult material and giving feedback/evaluation/questions and answers decreased (Elsalem dkk., 2020). Other activities that have experienced an increase are linking to previous lessons, presenting material/strategies/steps, asking students to present and discuss the results of activities, and guiding students to summarize lessons (Koziarz dkk., 2019). The activities that have not changed are conveying goals and motivating students.

Meanwhile, the most dominant student activity in cycle III was working with fellow group members and listening/paying attention to the teacher's explanation (Xiao & Jiang, 2019). Activities that experienced an increase were reading student books and discussions.
between students/between students and teachers (Li dkk., 2019). Recapitulation of learning outcomes in cycle III is presented in Table 3.

Table 3. Recapitulation of Cycle III Learning Outcomes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Uraian</th>
<th>Hasil Siklus III</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Nilai rata-rata tes formatif</td>
<td>80,00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Jumlah siswayang nutans belajar</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Persentase ketuntasan belajar</td>
<td>85,00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Based on the table above, it was obtained that the average value of the formative test was 80.00 and of the 20 students who had completed it (Jiao dkk., 2020), 17 students and 3 students had not yet achieved learning mastery (Xie dkk., 2020). So classically the learning completeness that has been achieved is 85.00% (including the complete category) (Chen dkk., 2020). The results in cycle III experienced a better increase than cycle II (X. Wang dkk., 2019). The increase in Al Quran Hadith Teacher Performance in cycle III was influenced by an increase in the ability of Al Quran Hadith teachers in applying the Up Grading Learning learning method to make students more familiar with learning like this so that students more easily understand the material that has been given.

CONCLUSION

The results of this study indicate that Up Grading Learning has a positive impact on improving the performance of Al Quran Hadith teachers. This can be seen from the increasing students' understanding of the material presented by the teacher (learning completeness increased from cycles I, II, and III) namely 65.00%, 75.00% and 85.00%, respectively. In the third cycle of classical student learning completeness has been achieved. Based on data analysis, it was found that student activity in the process of the Up Grading Learning method increased in each cycle. This has a positive impact on teacher performance, which can be shown by increasing the average value of students in each cycle which continues to increase. Student activities can be categorized as active, while for Al Quran Hadith teacher activities during learning they have carried out the Up Grading Learning learning steps well.
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